Abstract The usage of next-generation sequencing (NGS) to detect copy number variation (CNV) is widely accepted in cancer research. Based on an AluScanCNV software developed by us previously, an AluScanCNV2 software has been developed in the present study as an R package that performs CNV detection from NGS data obtained through AluScan, wholegenome sequencing or other targeted NGS platforms. Its applications would include the expedited usage of somatic CNVs for cancer subtyping, and usage of recurrent germline CNVs to perform machine learning-assisted prediction of a test subject's susceptibility to cancer.
Introduction
A major contribution to the genome variability among individuals arises from CNVs.
1,2 NGS studies produce a vast amount of raw data that could be employed to detect CNV. Read depth-based methods such as CNV-seq 3 and AluScanCNV 4 are available for calling CNVs from NGS data, and advances in understanding the role of CNVs in tumor development facilitates the prevention and treatment of tumors. In this regard, germline CNVs in white blood cell DNA have been utilized by us to successfully predict the likelihood of tumor occurrence with the assistance of machine learning. 5 Earlier, we have developed an AluScanCNV software for calling CNVs, which comprises a collection of independent R/Perl code files. 4 In the present study, an R package designated AluScanCNV2 has been devised to implement both the CNV calling from NGS data and recurrent germline CNV-based cancer risk prediction 5 tasks, which can be incorporated into bioinformatics pipelines to expedite the search for CNV-cancer associations.
Methods Implementation
AluScanCNV2 relies on Geary-Hinkley transformation (GHT)-based comparison of the read-depth of a sequence window on the test sample with that on either a paired control sample in the case of 'paired CNV' analysis, or a reference template constructed from pooled reference samples in the case of 'unpaired CNV' analysis. 4 Functions pairedCNV(.) and unpairedCNV(.) are designed to call CNVs from paired and unpaired samples, respectively. Through correlationbased machine learning, somatic CNVs can be identified to expedite cancer classification. 4 For CNV-based cancer risk prediction, the unpaired CNVs from the germline genomes of a group of subjects are aggregated to generate a dataset. To apply machine learning to the generated dataset, function featureSelection (.) is designed to select informative recurrent CNV features. Then, the train (.) function in the 'caret' package 6 is employed to build predictive models with 1000 iterations of two-fold cross validation based on the informative recurrent CNVs. Based on the resultant predictive models, function cancerPrediction (.) is employed to test the predictive models.
Operation
The AluScanCNV2 package is cross-platform effective (Windows, macOS and Linux) without any specific computer hardware requirements. Installation instructions and a list of prerequisites are provided on the package web page (https://github.com/hutaobo/AluScanCNV2). 10 For CNV calling of samples sequenced by other targeted NGS platforms, users can also generate their own reference template using function doc2data (doc.list, write.file.path). However, CNV analysis of samples obtained from non-human species should be performed using specific methodology such as the copynumber analysis pipeline designed for microbiome studies.
Results

Unpaired CNV calling
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Paired CNV calling
Paired CNV analysis is performed by comparing the test sample to the control sample, by calling function pairedCNV(control.5k.doc, sample.5k.doc, window.size, .):
The function pairedCNV() can also be applied directly to paired CNV analysis of samples sequenced by other NGS platforms.
Identification of recurrent CNVs
Function seg2CNV(seg.list, .) is designed to aggregate unpaired CNVs from the germline genomes of a group of subjects into a training dataset. To identify informative recurrent CNVs, the users need to call function featureSelection2 (nonCancerListA, CancerListA, nonCancerListB, CancerListB, .):
Prediction of susceptibility to cancer
After the informative CNV features are selected from the training dataset, function train (data, method, .) in the caret package is employed to build models based on the selected CNVs. The resultant model is used in function cancerPrediction (file_path, model) to predict the CNVbased cancer-susceptibility:
Validation of the prediction model
For description of how consistent model probabilities are with observed event rates, function calPlot (.) is employed to create the 'calibration plot' previously described in the caret package.
Conclusion
The AluScanCNV2 package comprises two major parts: CNV calling and CNV-based cancer risk prediction (Fig. 1) . The CNV calling part is described in the previous AluScanCNV, but it is optimized and simplified in AluScanCNV2. The integration of the CNV calling and CNVbased cancer risk prediction tasks into AluScanCNV2 facilitates its incorporation into a bioinformatics pipeline to streamline analysis with reduction of analysis time.
Employing AluScanCNV2, users can complete the entire process, starting from a raw sequence file, for calling CNVs and predicting a subject's susceptibility to cancer based on the called germline CNVs. The CNVs identified may facilitate the uncovering of the underlying mechanisms in cancer genomics.
Software availability
Tool and source code are available from: https://github. com/hutaobo/AluScanCNV2. AluScanCNV2: An R package for copy number variation analysis 
